Baumit Final Coatings

Strong renders
for beautiful
façades

■ Durable, great looking renders
■ High coverage & self-cleaning
■ Renovations & new buildings

Ideas with a future.

Baumit
Topcoats

Beautiful and individual façades
to last a lifetime

THE PERFECT SOLUTION
Whether you are applying the very first coat or are
renovating an existing building, Baumit topcoats are
always the best choice. High quality combined with
intense colour shades and easy application make
them a great all-rounder on any façade.

Durable and beautiful
Baumit topcoats are proven to last for decades. They protect the
façade from moisture, as well as from mechanical and thermal
stresses. As the visible external layer of a building, Baumit
topcoats enable buildings to retain their original shine for many
years.
Façades have a lot to endure - rain, wind, large temperature
fluctuations. But Baumit topcoat renders provide all-round
effective protection.
 Strong protection for the building
 Ready to use products
 High durabilitywhilst being beautiful
 Proven to last for decades
 Available in over 888 colours
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From old to new
From sun-induced colour fading, to deep cracks and algal or fungal
infestations, there are many different factors that can takeaway
a buildings initial shine and prevent it from functioning properly.
Whatever the reason, Baumit has the right render system solution for
every situation.

Topcoats

Advanced technology

Top performance

Baumit topcoats are not only easy to use and attractive, they also
provide and effective solution for any challenge. From a built-in
self-cleaning effect using photocatalysis and nanotechnology to
especially intense and long-lasting colours for ETICS using cool
pigments, Baumit topcoats are real all-rounders and fulfil
every requirement.

Baumit offers the perfect solution to every project style and
requirement. If you are going for a high-end solution, Baumit
Nanopor, with its unique self-cleaning effect, is always an excellent
choice. If it is extremely long lasting, highly durable and greatly
dirt-resistant products you are looking for, you will find them in
the Baumit Premium range. Finally, for the more straightforward
projects, the Baumit Profi range gives you solid quality with a great
price-performance ratio.

NANOPOR

 Self cleaning
 Photocat effect
 High durability
Through the use of nanotechnology,
Baumit has succeeded in equipping
Baumit NanoporTop and NanoporColor
with special characteristics that
protect the plaster surface from
various environmental contaminants
of an organic and inorganic nature.
The power of light and the new
photocatalyses give Baumit Nanopor
an additional self-cleaning effect –
for a façade that remains attractive,
gleaming and clean for a long time.

PREMIUM

 Premium protection
 Water and dirt repellent
 High coverage
Baumit’s premium range consists of
products with superior characteristics.
The premium products cover nearly
all requirements. From highly vapour
permeable and extremely waterrepellent, to greatly dirt-resistant, with
the best processing powers. Available
in more than 850 different shades,
even intense, dark colours like deep
blue or red, are possible with the
unique Baumit PuraColor formula.

PROFI

 Easy workability
 Low water absorbtion
 Largest range of colours
The Baumit Profi line offers solid
solutions to basic requirements
combined with a great priceperformance ratio.
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Baumit
Life

Unlimited possibilities for façade design

The most beautiful range
of façade colours
Baumit Life offers the most extensive range of innovative render
and paint colours for your façade. Research on the latest colour
trends and extensive product development led to this unique
collection. Baumit Life represents a new dimension in designing
façades.

888 colours with every feature
you could wish for
For a long time, the individuality of a house was limited to the
interior design. But times are changing and nowadays it is the
façade that provides the building with a unique character. Baumit
therefore developed Europe’s widest and most beautiful range of
colours - the Baumit Life system. With 888 different colour shades,
it offers almost complete freedom when it comes to façade design.
Whether you prefer delicate pastel shades or intense dark colours,
Baumit Life enables unlimited design possibilities.

All Baumit topcoat renders are available in the Baumit Life range of
colours. To find out more, visit www.baumitlife.com

Baumit Ltd
t: +44 (0) 1622 710 763
e: contact@baumit.co.uk
w: baumit.co.uk

Ideas with a future.

